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Riding America—an Observation
I recently returned from a four month, 18,000 gallivant around North 
America—an odyssey beyond the de�nition of a trip, of which I’ll tell 
the story in a later issue of ADVMoto. During the ride I chatted with 
riders of all types, met with dealers as well as aftermarket businesses, 
and took part in countless conversations with regular folks interested 
in adventuring who haven’t made the leap. 

Adventure motorcycles tend to draw a lot of attention. Seeing a mud 
splattered, road-worn bike laden with panniers and gear is an object of 
envy and a conversation magnetic. No matter where I rode, someone 
would inevitably mosey over to ask about the bike, where I was head-
ing or had come from.

But looking back I realized how little attention was given to the 
bike itself versus what I was doing WITH it. And perhaps that’s the BIG 
di�erence that separates this new genre from the old. Motorcycling 
has always been many things to many people, and for years they’ve 
been sold mostly on the merits of the latest engineering advance-
ments or as lifestyle statements. But the game is changing. Purpose, 
not fashion, is taking precedence. 

It’s the dream of adventure that’s drawing us in. The romantic 
notion of riding to foreign lands or the back-road and trail challenges 
of America. It’s about using these machines to test ourselves against 
the elements, live more interesting lives—all the while getting out 
of the all too familiar to experience and enjoy more of the real world 
and its cultures.

Technological advancements remain as important as ever, but 
they’re no longer the sole means by which manufactures can 
depend on for sales. The trend is toward what we’re DOING with 
the bikes, and not so much the bikes themselves. It’s a whole new 
game which ADVMoto is happy to play and promote.

Ride safe.

Paul H. Smith
Senior Editor

Let us know your thoughts on this by contacting us through  
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